Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 295 K; mean (C-C) = 0.007 Å; disorder in solvent or counterion; R factor = 0.069; wR factor = 0.197; data-toparameter ratio = 16.7.
In the centrosymmetric dimeric title compound, [Cu 2 Cl 4 (C 16 H 20 N 2 O) 4 ]Á0.5H 2 O, the Cu II atom is in a distorted trigonal-bipyramidal environment defined by two bridging Cl atoms, one terminal Cl atom and two N atoms from two monodentate 4-(adamantan-1-ylcarbamoyl)pyridine ligands. The amine N atoms are involved in intramolecular N-HÁ Á ÁO and intermolecular N-HÁ Á ÁCl hydrogen bonds. The latter hydrogen bonds link the complex molecules into a ribbon along [010] . The uncoordinated water molecule is 0.25-occupied.
Related literature
For the structures of related amino compounds, see: Fu et al. (2007 Fu et al. ( , 2008 Fu et al. ( , 2009 Fu & Xiong (2008) . For the ferroelectric properties of related amino derivatives, see: Fu et al. (2011a,b,c) .
Experimental
Crystal data Table 1 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å , ). 
Comment
Amino compounds have attracted more attention as phase transition dielectric materials for their applications in memory storage (Fu et al., 2007 (Fu et al., , 2008 (Fu et al., , 2009 Fu & Xiong, 2008) . With the purpose of obtaining phase transition crystals of amino compounds, various amines have been studied and a series of new materials with this organic molecules have been elaborated (Fu et al., 2011a,b,c) . In this study, we describe the crystal structure of the title compound.
The asymmetric unit is composed of two 4-[(1-adamantyl)carbamoyl]pyridine ligands, two Cl -anions, one Cu II ion and a quarter of water molecule (Fig. 1 ). The two pyridine rings are twisted from each other by a dihedral angle of 11.14 (1)°.
The dimeric complex molecule is centrosymmetric. The distorted trigonal-bipyramidal environment around the Cu II ion is defined by two bridging Cl atoms, one terminal Cl atom and two N atoms from two monodentate organic ligands. The geometric parameters in the title compound are in a normal range.
In the crystal, the amino N atoms are involved in an intramolecular N-H···O hydrogen bond and an intermolecular N-H···Cl hydrogen bond. These hydrogen bonds link the complex molecules into a one-dimensional ribbon along [0 1 0] (Table 1 and Fig. 2 ).
Experimental
CuCl 2 .6H 2 O (2 mmol) and 4-[(1-adamantyl)carbamoyl]pyridine (2 mmol) were dissolved in 70% aqueous methanol solution, and then 2 ml HCl was added. Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis were obtained from slow evaporation of the solution at room temperature after two weeks. 
Special details
Geometry. All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes) are estimated using the full covariance matrix. The cell esds are taken into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only used when they are defined by crystal symmetry. An approximate (isotropic) treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes.
Refinement. Refinement of F 2 against ALL reflections. The weighted R-factor wR and goodness of fit S are based on F 2 , conventional R-factors R are based on F, with F set to zero for negative F 2 . The threshold expression of F 2 > 2sigma(F 2 ) is used only for calculating R-factors(gt) etc. and is not relevant to the choice of reflections for refinement. R-factors based on F 2 are statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and R-factors based on ALL data will be even larger. 1.528 (6) C26-H26A 0.9700 C7-C8
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